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SPECIAL MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED FOR THE 10th MARATHON OF THE DIVINE
MERCY, IN THE CITY OF LISBON, PORTUGAL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS

While the rays of the sun are born on the horizon of this day, My Rays of Mercy return to illuminate
the simple hearts.

Remember that I Am always present, near My Servants, among the trials and the challenges. There
is no fear, however great it may be, that cannot be healed, and this will be only through the true and
pure love among the brothers and sisters. This love will not allow for either the doubts nor the
uncertainties to conquer the heart; on the contrary, by means of My Presence among you, all that
has to be redeemed, will soon be redeemed.

But on this day of Celestial Graces, My Paternal and Merciful Consciousness approaches to this
beloved and consecrated region of Europe, to remind you that not only by the work of the
Immaculate Heart, but also through My Most Holy Heart, Portugal and its sister countries will
continue to be contemplated as part of the project for the New Humanity.

For this it pleases Me to come again to Europe, after having revealed in Poland to Faustina
Kowalska the power of My Divine Mercy.

Today I Am not pierced by a spear, but from My Pious Heart springs up the Water and the Blood,
the precious codes of My Divinity, those that on these days will try to enter your souls through the
act of the communion.

Offer today to God your fears and uncertainties, My Sacred Spirit of Love comes to give you the
liberation and the healing from all evil. Unite yourselves to the imperious strength of My Sacred
Heart. I desire on this special opportunity that all the Europeans and non-Europeans be consecrated
to My Sacred Heart, so that there may arise in your core the love for serving God the Father.

The Great Eternal sends Me to comfort you. The Supreme sends Me to heal you. Abba, Your
Beloved Lord, gives you the power of His Love through the Presence of Christ.

May the New Christs awaken, may the inner Christ, essence of Love and Truth guide your lives
forever.

I bless all My children; that Europe may take the steps towards the Light and the Love of God.

Under the Grace that the Father has granted Me, I bless you, in the name of the Father, the Son and
the Holy Spirit.

The Merciful Christ Jesus


